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What happens when waves, moving across the sea, en-
counter an island? In the language of physical oceanogra-
phy, wave fronts refract, bending as they approach an island, 
owing to underwater contours that signal shallowing wa-
ter depths. Waves also diffract, curving around islands, as 
around obstacles. The interference patterns that result are 
sorts of shadows—rippling phantoms that outline or point 
inward toward the islands that create them.01

The structure of such shadows can enter navigational ap-
prehension in a range of ways, from naked eye assessments 
to radar renderings. One notable capture of wave shadows 
comes in the form of Marshall Islands “stick charts,” dia-
grams of wave and swell patterns used by Marshallese navi-
gators until about World War II to plan canoe travels around 
the islands of Micronesia. These diagrams, made of coconut 
fronds and shells, come in lots of varieties, including ones 
centered on wave patterns around single islands. Anthropol-
ogist John Mack offers that these are “less representations 
of space” than “representations of experience of space”02—
experience emanating from and embodied in the habits of 
practiced wayfinders who are trained to feel, in their bodies 
and boats, the analog materiality of wavy motion. (Mack’s 
opposition between representations of space and experience 
of space is perhaps too stark. Latitude–longitude charts, 
sextant-enabled navigation, and radar readings of seascapes 
all enable and assume specific sorts of mariner experience—
particular conjunctures of perception and cognition.)

If emanations of wave patterns can reveal the existence 
of an island, might technological tinkering with such shad-
ows—perhaps canceling out radiating waves through the 
production of overlapping waves of opposite phase (creating 
destructive interference)—hide such islands? Such a possi-
bility is at the center of recent investigations into cloaking, 
a technique that naval engineers have been exploring to en-
gineer ships that can hide their own wakes, and with which 
coastal engineers have been experimenting in order to gener-
ate surface calm around buoys (making buoys less subject to 
the turbulent roil of rough seas).03 Cloaking techniques may 
also be applied to modulating wavescapes around islands.

Hiding islands, of course, is an enterprise that recalls 
a range of mythic maritime and science-fiction fantasies 
about islands as places of isolation and seclusion, as vanish-
ing paradises and utopias, as zones of illicit activity, and as 
sites of secret scientific and social experimentation.04 Poet 
and novelist James Hamilton-Paterson, in an appreciation of 
islands, writes that, “One seldom looks at an island without 
also imagining it disappearing behind a bank of fog or storm 
clouds which at length clear to reveal an empty ocean.”05 
Cloaking an island would seem to materialize a long literary 
tradition of imagining islands as temporary, enchanted way 
stations in time, as lost worlds, or as figments of maritime 

imagination.06 Cloaking, of course, has a more recent pop 
cultural resonance: it was first named in the 1960s science 
fiction television program Star Trek, which dreamed up the 
“cloaking device” as a mechanism that could render space-
ships invisible in deep space.07

What do scientific projects of maritime cloaking look 
like? It begins with scientists at the Institut Fresnel in Mar-
seille, France, who, along with colleagues in Liverpool, 
published a paper in 2008 entitled “Broadband Cylindrical 
Acoustic Cloak for Linear Surface Waves in a Fluid.”08 In 
this research report, the authors propose a system for bend-
ing liquid waves around land obstacles in ways inspired by 
experiments in electromagnetic and acoustic cloaking, in 
which electromagnetic and acoustic waves are bent around 
solid objects.09 The authors propose a cloaking infrastruc-
ture that might be made of specially shaped and sized pillars 
submerged in concentric rings around the circumference of 
an island. The pillars themselves would be made of a meta-
material, a composite of metals (and possibly plastics) en-
gineered to have built-in properties not found in naturally 
occurring materials, such as the capacity to block, absorb, 
bend, or amplify very specific wavelengths of electromag-
netic or other radiation.10 The ring infrastructure proposed 
by the Fresnel-Liverpool team guides waves coming toward 
an island into a whirlpool that spirals around the island, dis-
sipating and then redirecting the waves energy back outward, 
canceling out incoming waves. (Think of this as something 
like providing islands with noise cancelling headphones.) In 
imagining the uses of such a structure, the authors remark, 
“our design could be used to protect off-shore platforms 
or coastlines from ocean waves such as tsunamis.” A popu-
lar science report on the paper and its experimental model 
promises readers, “Hiding Islands and Platforms from Tsu-
namis, Now a Possibility.”11

A 2014 paper by Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) mechanical engineer J. N. Newman, “Cloaking a Cir-
cular Cylinder in Water Waves,” elaborates on the Fresnel-
Liverpool model and offers a streamlined explication of the 
theory and aim of cloaking:

In the diffraction of water waves by fixed bodies, the scattered 
waves propagate outward in the far field and attenuate with in-
creasing distance from the structure. “Cloaking” refers to the 
reduction in amplitude or complete elimination of the scattered 
waves.  .  .  . This may have practical applications, particularly to 
reduce the mean drift force on offshore structures.12

The Fresnel-Liverpool and MIT cloaking projects stage 
islands not so much as sites of secrecy but as places to be 
kept stable, safe, and secure. Here, cloaking is not so much 
(or only) meant to hide islands from people but (also) from 
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fluvial transformation of what will count as habitable islets, 
marshlands, and more.14 For environmental infrastructures, 
what is artificial and what is natural is beside the point: more 
consequential are the new sorts of things and powers that 
emerge from shifting arrangements of materials, bodies, 
ideas, and agents.

The making of wavescapes into environmental infra-
structures is something I want additionally to call the cre-
ation of infranature. Whereas environmental infrastructure 
describes and tracks the generation of novel and unpredict-
able natural/cultural forms and captures the undoing of 
divides between the artificial and natural, infranature keeps 
analytically audible the continued durability of the concept 
of nature, especially as it may exist for many scientists, engi-
neers, and architects. For people outside academic conver-
sations about the shifting ontologies of nature and culture, 
the making infrastructural of waves will not fully yank these 
entities out an order of nature. Infranature names those pro-
cesses commonly understood to be organic, biological, me-
teorological, geological, and oceanic that, tailored to social 
projects and endeavors, may be only partially lifted out of 
the realm of the implicitly natural. With infranature, nature 
as organic “first nature” is not superseded by the “second 
nature” of the built environment: rather, second nature be-
comes recursively folded back into first nature. If the super-
natural is that which is transcendent—above nature, outside 
of history—then the infranatural names that which becomes 
immanent—inside the putatively natural order of things.15

In other words, wavescapes become technologized even 
as they are still at home in a naturalized world. They become 
a channeled kind of “subnature,” that genre of nature that of-
ten stands as antithetical to architectural endeavor (the zone 
of “dust, mud, gas, smoke, debris, weeds, and insects”) but 
that might be reclaimed, repurposed, even domesticated.16 
Waves become architectural materials—materials that, con-
joined with metamaterials, might be employed to create new 
kinds of spaces, places, and experience.

The kinds of islands imagined by cloaking scientists 
are ideal-typical islands. Indeed, they are mostly artificial 
islands—engineered structures such as offshore platforms. 
One can imagine cloaking-device/artificial-island packages 
pitched as maritime engineering planning units, packages 
that might be used to create new kinds of oil-drilling plat-
forms, ocean-sited resorts, or airports.

In The Invisible Islands, a 2013 artwork by MAP Office, 
artists Laurent Gutierrez and Valérie Portefaix offer a map of 
33 islands ringing Hong Kong, islands that historically have 
been home to “surveillance and port defense (from China 
to the U[nited]K[ingdom]), storage of all sorts (opium, 
guns, and gold), aqua- and agriculture, refugee communities 
(drugs addicts, escapees), etc.”17 Gutierrez and Portefaix’s 

the sea itself. Islands become doubly isolated. Far away from 
the mainland as well as sheltered from the very sea that once 
emplaced but now ignores them, it is as though the cloak-
ing device has played a Jedi mind trick on passing waves: 
“This is not the island you’re looking for.” In such enter-
prises, waves—already treated (along with wind, currents, 
upwellings) as part of an oceanic infrastructure (for travel, 
commerce, or energy exchange)—are sculpted into further 
infrastructural form.

Waves become candidates for recruitment into projects 
in what Pierre Bélanger calls “landscape as infrastructure,” 
where infrastructures, defined by this landscape architect as 
collective systems of managing “water, waste, food, trans-
port, and energy” are tuned to take account of and explicitly 
incorporate preexisting “biophysical resources, agents, and 
services” such as geothermal processes, wildlife migrations, 
and watershed flows.13 Waves become physical processes 
folded into systems of communication and control.

But something more complex is going on in the case 
of cloaking, since the physical properties of waves are not 
simply being harnessed but are being engineered into new 
forms. In cloaking projects, waves become components in 
“environmental infrastructures.” Anthropologist Casper 
Bruun Jensen writes that environmental infrastructures are 
“assemblages where the ‘natural’ and the ‘social’ mix and 
take new shape.” He offers rivers as one example, which, as 
environmental infrastructures, operate, in shifting ratios and 
for different constituencies and at different times, as organic 
machines for distributing energy and wealth, as mobile lat-
tices for multispecies encounters, and as channels for the 
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Top: A Marshallese “stick chart” 
called a wappepe, representing 
wave patterns around a central 
island. Bottom: Farhat et al., 
metallic model of a cloaking 
infrastructure. Opposite page: 
Wave refraction around a circular 
island (waves are moving down 
the page). 
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Marc Shell’s coinage of islandology) is in the making here?19 
If the word geography points to “earth writing” and oceanog-
raphy, to “ocean writing,” reckoning with “wave writing”—
call it undulography20—seems necessary in fashioning a new 
kind of cloaked islandography. But this is an undulography 
that cancels itself out, an undulography that, rather than 
marking a “shift towards the fluid and the continuous that 
seems to spell the dissolution of the fundamental bound-
edness, isolation, and determination of the island,”21 in fact 
reinforces island boundaries, bending natural phenomena 
such as waves into media that fortify, rather than dissolve, 
island isolation.

islands have been invisible—administratively, legally, and 
culturally. Cloaked islands would add a physical, oceano-
graphic manifestation to this array of invisibilities, with 
kinetically modified waves modulating what can serve as 
experiences of space.18

In their call for submissions, the editors of New Geogra-
phies ask after “the new limits of islandness.” I suggest that, 
with cloaking, the surrounds of islands—the water and 
the waves—may be getting pulled into the domain of the 
infrastructural, or infranatural, as waves become shaped, 
through cloaking, into artificial sculptures designed to ne-
gate themselves. What kind of islandography (to play on 
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